About Us

STUCCO MOULDING

SPSenvirowall is a leading supplier of high-quality renders to the building and construction industry for new build and
refurbishment applications. Our partnership approach is to assist you from the specification process right through to
contractor selection, product application and completion of the works.
We’ll make sure that the products not only suit their purpose but also provide the best possible value for your project.
We will also assist with the selection of experienced and approved contractors, monitoring their work and ensuring
that the application of our products are undertaken to the highest standard.

Technology
Our products are manufactured from top-quality certified raw materials.
The core of our products are made from hardened EPS polystyrene
foam, or polyurethane (PU). The exterior layers are styrene-acrylic
dispersions with additional modifiers and quartz fillers. We mostly
manufacture line elements (cornices, moulding, toothing battens) – with
a standard length of 2,000 mm (+/- 10 mm).
We also produce spatial elements (reliefs, decors, bases and heads of
columns, keystones, corbels, etc.) casted out in silicone and concrete
mass molds. We have the ability to recreate any existing architectural
features, provided that dimensioned drawings are supplied.
We are able to produce any kind of moulding according to the design of our customers.

Where to Apply
All Stucco products are adequately protected against adverse weather conditions (sun, rain, frost, wind) and are
mainly dedicated for outdoor applications (façades), it can also be seamlessly used in the interior decoration. The
moulding and other linear elements are produced in two technologies are: MACHINE METHOD so called SMOOTH
COATING, and the SPRAYING METHOD.
By the use of the machine method we can achieve sharp edges and smooth surfaces. By obtaining sharp edges of
profiles or cornices, our Stucco exterior mounted on the façade is more pronounced.
The advantage of applying the spraying method is a natural shell (in our case it is sandstone) to any architectural
element such as brackets, keystones, rustication or any kind of spatial elements. There is a possibility of applying
different grain aggregates, ranging from a very smooth grain size of 0.1-0.3 mm on to expressive 1-1.5 mm.
The product made in this way means there is virtually no way to distinguish from the real sandstone. Moulding
made with

sprayed coating is composed of three distinct layers, which recreates precise shapes of every element,
possesses high resistance and incredible flexibility.

Standard Range
This condensed range has been carefully selected to represent the most common moulding types found in the
UK and are easily accessible from any of our branches. A greater range of mouldings are available and can be
found in our Stucco brochure, but the extended range may be on extended lead in times.
The standard range is supplied with a smooth coating ready for installation and painting to the required colour
to finish them on site.
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